Beyond Panglossian Optimism: No Bilingual Advantages in Five Switching Tasks
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Participant Characteristics

Two Hypotheses about
Bilingualism & Switching

Alternating Letters: (1) S & T (2) C&N
Alternating Categories: (1) Animals & Countries (2) Fruits & Furniture
Single Letters: (1) F (2) A
Single Categories: (1) Musical Instruments (2) Vegetables

H1: Language switching may recruit control
mechanisms associated with general task switching
ability. If true, then bilinguals, especially those who
switch languages often, accrue massive amounts of
practice that should transfer across cognitive
domains and make bilinguals better task switchers.
H2: Language switching may rely on languagespecific mechanisms. If true, then language
switching should not enhance a general ability to
switch between tasks. The modular assumption is
consistent with research showing that languageswitching performance does not correlate with
performance on nonverbal switching tasks and that
general switching can be impaired while language
switching is not (Calabria et al, 2015).

Although monolinguals have an advantage in parent’s
education, this measure does not correlate with either
switching costs or mixing costs and consequently cannot be
camouflaging a bilingual advantage in switching.
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B* = Statistically significant difference at p < .05

Monolingual Advantages in Switching between Letters
or Semantic Categories

English Proficiency
Other Proficiency
Age-of-Acquiring English
Age-of-Acquiring Other
% Speaking English
Frequency of Switching
% Think in English

6.3
5.6
4.4
1.1
72
3.2
73

7 = Better than a typical native speaker
6 = As fluent as a typical native speaker
5 = Almost as fluent as a typical native
years old
years old
percent
3 = a couple of times/day; 4 = several times/day
percent

Cued switching measures correlate with one another,
category fluency measures correlate with one another,
but switching in verbal fluency does not correlate with
switching in the cued switching tasks.

Are Bilingual Advantages in Switching Restricted to
Specific Types of Bilingual Experience?
Analyzing Switching Costs in a Composite Database of
201 bilinguals and 178 monolinguals

No Bilingal Advantages in 3 Cued Switching Task
for either Switching Costs or Mixing Costs

The same three factors were used as predictors in a forced entry
multiple regression with switching costs as the outcome variable.
Only the data for the 186 bilinguals were analyzed.
• The R2 for model =.017
• The beta coefficients were:
Switch Rate = -.03, p = .40
L2/L1 Ratio = -.07, p = .26
A-of-A of L 2 = +.09,p = .70
• Clearly, these three aspects of bilingualism do not predict
color-shape switching costs.

Conclusion
There are no significant language-group differences at p < .05
in either switching costs or mixing costs in any of the three
tasks. There is a trend toward a switching cost monolingual
advantage in the color-shape task and a mixing cost bilingual
advantage in the letter-number task.

Bilingual advantages in general switching ability
either do not exist or are restricted to very specific
and undetermined circumstances.

